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Visit of MoS Coordinator Brian Simpson OBE to Port of
Constanta
Keywords: EU Coordinator for MoS, Motorways of the Sea, Port of Costanta, Connecting Europe Facility for
Transport Program
Mr Brian Simpson OBE, The European Coordinator for Motorways of the
Sea paid a visit to Romania.
He met with the representatives of the Ministry of Transport of
Romania. Both sides discussed the future of the Motorways of the Sea
policy and heard about the Romanian Transport Master Plan, focussing
especially on its ports dimension.
The visit allowed also for participation in a series of meetings in the port of
Constanza, notably with the port’s authorities as well as industry stakeholders involved in commercial
operations of the port.
The port is located at the crossroads of the trade routes linking the markets of the landlocked European
countries to Caucasus, Central Asia and the Far East and plays a strategic role as the entry point for the
European Union market both in terms of a maritime as well river port. Constanza Port obtained CEF grant
allocation this year (“Upgrade of infrastructure and environmental protection) and plans to submit new
proposals in the context of ongoing CEF call.

Source: On the MoS Way
Link: http://bit.ly/2gji0oW
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The Port of La Spezia launches B2B events at Fruit Logistica
2017
Keywords: Fruit Logistica 2017, Fresh Food Corridors, Connecting Europe Facility for Transport Program,
Motorways of the Sea
Within the activities of the “Fresh Food Corridors”
project, from the 8th to 10thFebruary 2017, the Port of
La Spezia will attend Fruit Logistica exhibition in Berlin.
The FRESH FOOD CORRIDORS is a project co-financed by
the EU (Connecting Europe Facility for Transport
Program), establishing innovative logistics chains for
perishable goods and connecting the Motorways of the
Sea coming from non-EU countries with the railway connections that link the Mediterranean ports and the
inland market of Central Europe.
Every year, FRUIT LOGISTICA covers every single sector of the fresh produce business and provides a
complete picture of the latest innovations, products and services at every link in the international supply
chain. It thus offers superb networking and contact opportunities to the key decision-makers in every sector
of the industry. More than 2,800 exhibitors and 70,000 visitors will attend Fruit Logistica to realise their full
business potential within the international fresh produce trade and to write their personal success story.
Inside the stand of the Fresh Food Corridors located in hall 1.2, the Port of La Spezia is going to organize a
series of B2B meetings with the aim to promote new business opportunities on “reefer” transport improving
sustainable intermodal freight services from La Spezia to its reference markets, as Northern Italy and
Central Europe. The rail freight services will be more efficient, thanks to new technologies for preserving
perishables on extended distances, and faster, thanks to the implementation of the Custom Single
Window for the digitalization of the phyto-sanitary and customs control procedures in line with the
new Italian Ports Reform.
The events will build up specific stakeholder teams, enabling the interaction between potential customers,
suppliers and the whole marketplace.
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Source: On the MoS Way
Link: http://bit.ly/2heQQ2U
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Infrastructure: Constanta Port, a pilot projects to link Europe
to Asia, with a ferry-boat line from Georgia to Romania
Keywords: Romania's Constanta Port, European Commission, ferry-boat, Motorways of the Sea programme,
TEN-T Connecting Europe port transport infrastructure programme, Romanian National Maritime Port
Authority Corporation (CNAPM), liquefied natural gas (LNG)
Romania's Constanta Port can draw in tens of millions of
euros

from

the

European

Commission

for

the

implementation, starting in 2017, of pilot projects to link
Europe to Asia, with a ferry-boat line from Georgia to
Romania, Brian Simpson, coordinator of the Motorways
of the Sea programme, an integrant part of the TEN-T
Connecting

Europe

port

transport

infrastructure

programme.

He told a news conference at the main offices of the Romanian National Maritime Port Authority
Corporation (CNAPM) that he came to Constanta to identify actual possibilities of getting the Constanta
Port and the Black Sea integrated with the European port transport infrastructure programme.

He said that after talks with the CNAPM executives and General Manager of the CFR Marfa SA national
railway freight carrier Mihut Constantin Craciun facilities of immediate interest for investment of European
funds with integration potentials for the making of motorways of the seas between Romania and Georgia
were identified.

Simpson added that Constanta Port officials suggested funding a project for a liquefied natural gas (LNG)
terminal in the river and sea areas of the port, and, in close cooperation with CFR Marfa, they advanced the
idea of rehabilitating and retooling two ferry-boats - the Eforie and the Mangalia - which they own, and
refitting them with new engines running on LNG under a pilot project. Also CFR Marfa advanced the idea of
fitting new engines, running on LNG, to diesel locomotives to reduce operation costs and pollution. The
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three projects, according to Simpson, may be the beginning of a motorway of the sea that would efficiently
and ecologically develop multimodal transport in the Black Sea, between Europe and Asia, through Georgian
ports and the Constanta Port, all the way to northern Europe.

CNAPM Constanta Director General Dan Tivilichi said the European official displayed interest and voiced full
support for projects that regularise the flow of the River Danube to secure optimal depths for navigation all
year long.

Source: Actmedia – Romanian Business News
Link: http://bit.ly/2oZXMBA
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European Shipping Week 2017 Welcomes Keynote Speakers
And Panelists
Keywords: European Shipping Week 2017 (ESW2017), industry ship owners, European Shipping Policy:
Delivering Global Competitiveness, Quality and Sustainability, ECSA, MEPs, European Parliament
European Shipping Week 2017 (ESW2017) is pleased to
announce its line-up of high level industry speakers at its
flagship conference to be held at Steigenberger Wiltcher’s
Hotel in Brussels, on Wednesday 1st March 2017.
Moderated by Julian Bray, Editor-in-Chief of Tradewinds,
the flagship conference will attract up to 400 top industry
ship owners and regulatory personnel who will hear
from industry specialists on key issues under the
overarching theme of: European Shipping Policy: Delivering Global Competitiveness, Quality and
Sustainability.
It will begin with delegates being welcomed by the Chairman of ESW2017 and ECSA’s Secretary General,
Patrick Verhoeven, who will then hand over to Julian who will introduce Violeta Bulc, European
Commissioner for Transport; Michael Cramer, Chairman of the TRAN Committee at the European Parliament;
and also Joe Mizzi, Minister of Transport and Infrastructure in Malta, who will start the Conference by
touching on the institutional keynotes.
The Global trends affecting shipping session will include presentations by Märtha Rehnberg, Associate
Partner, Dare Disrupt Trade and Alexander Stubb, Member of the European Parliament, Finland. They will
then be followed by Jos Delbeke, Director-General DG Climate Action in the European Commission. After a
Q&A session, Kyriakos Anastassiadis, CEO, Celestyal Cruises; Marialaura Dell’Abate, Amoretti Armatori
Group; Mark Dickinson, General Secretary, Nautilus International; Trond Hodne, Business Director, DNV GL
Maritime; Henriette Thygessen, CEO, Svitzer and Melina Travlou, CEO, Neptune Lines will contribute to the
presentations.
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The conference will also allow time to network for regulators and ship owners to discuss the themes
covering industry standards, safety levels, environmental concerns and training. The delegates will have the
ideal platform for both industry and regulators to come together to debate and agree a pathway on these
and other issues moving forward.
European Shipping Policy’s state of play will also come under the spotlight within the business climate by the
panellists Claus Frelle-Petersen, Senior Manager at Deloitte Nord and Sophie Moonen, Head of Unit State
Aid Transport for DG Comp. Decarbornisation will be discussed within the industry and talk turning to how to
take those steps forward.
Additional speakers include: Thomas Abrahamson, European Transport Workers’ Federation (ETF); Merja
Kyllönen, Member of the European Parliament; Ivan Sammut, Registrar General, Malta Flag Administration;
Niels Smedegaard, President, ECSA and Wim Van de Camp, Member of the European Parliament. The
afternoon panel will also include Magda Kopczynska, Director of Maritime Transport at DG Move.
The flagship conference will then finish with a closing keynote by Henrik Hololei, Director-General DG Move
at the European Commission.
More information about the European Shipping Week and advice on how to books seats at the Conference
and Gala Dinner is available at:
The complete list of speakers includes:

• Patrick Verhoeven, Chairman, European Shipping Week Steering Group and ECSA’s Secretary General
• Julian Bray, Editor-in-Chief, TradeWinds
• Michael Cramer, Chairman of the TRAN Committee, European Parliament
• Joe Mizzi, Minister of Transport & Infrastructure, Malta
• Violeta Bulc, Commissioner for Transport, European Commission
• Märtha Rehnberg, Associate Partner, Dare Disrupt
• Alexander Stubb, Member of Parliament, Finland
• Jos Delbeke, Director-General DG Climate Action in the European Commission
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• Kyriakos Anastassiadis, CEO, Celestyal Cruises
• Marialaura Dell’Abate, Adviser, Amoretti Armatori Group
• Mark Dickinson, General Secretary, Nautilus International
• Trond Hodne, Business Director, DNV GL Maritime
• Henriette Thygessen, CEO, Svitzer
• Melina Travlou, CEO, Neptune Lines
• Elvira Deleu, 3rd Officer, Exmar Shipmanagement
• Claus Frelle-Petersen, Senior Manager, Deloitte Nord
• Sophie Moonen, Head of Unite State Aid Transport, DG Comp
• Markku Mylly, Executive Director, EMSA
• Thomas Abrahamson, European Transport Workers’ Federation (ETF)
• Merja Kyllönen, Member of the European Parliament
• Ivan Sammut, Registrar General, Malta Flag Administration
• Niels Smedegaard, President, ECSA
• Wim Van de Camp, Member of the European Parliament
• Magda Kopczynska, Director Maritime Transport in DG Move will join the afternoon panel
• Henrik Hololei, Director-General, DG Move, European Commission

Source: Hellenic Shipping News
Link: http://bit.ly/2nJHoEY
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E.U. Agrees More Financial Transparency for Ports
Keywords: European Parliament, financial transparency of ports, investment in ports, Trans-European
Transport Network, ensure safety, security and environmental sustainability, European Community
Shipowners’ Associations’ (ECSA)
This week, the European Parliament adopted a
report on a framework for the organization of
port services and financial transparency of ports.
The lack of clear rules on public funding of port
infrastructure and charges for using it holds back
investment in ports, says the E.U. Commission.
The new rules aim to make E.U. ports more
efficient and attractive to investors.
They apply to over 300 E.U. seaports in the trans-European transport network, and include a requirement
for ports to show clearly in their accounting systems the public funds they have received and to improve
transparency in the way port services and infrastructure charges are set. E.U. member states would also
have to ensure that an effective procedure is in place to handle complaints.
The proposal, presented by the rapporteur MEP Knut Fleckenstein, was originally put forward in 2013 but
stalled due to the European Parliament elections in 2014 and then picked up again by the same rapporteur.
It was the subject of intense discussions and long negotiations.
“After 15 years of discussion about European ports policy, we have finally found an agreement: existing port
management models can be maintained and, for the first time, there is an emphasis on good working
conditions, which are a major part of the competitiveness of ports and are non-negotiable for us", said
Fleckenstein.
"Financial transparency is at the core of the agreement, which should facilitate the work of the Commission
on a coherent state aid regime and trigger investments into ports,” he added.
Efficiency Boost
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In Europe, shipping accounts for 37 percent of intra-E.U. trade. Road transport counts for 45 percent, while
rail comes much lower, with just above 10 percent.
To deliver high quality services, the rules include new requirements for port service providers to ensure that
employees receive the necessary training, with particular emphasis on health and safety. These training
requirements should also be regularly updated to meet the challenges of technological innovation.

The regulation does not impose a specific management model for ports. However, it does lay down
conditions if they wish to set minimum requirements for services such as towage, mooring, bunkering and
the collection of ship-generated waste, or to restrict the number of providers of these services. For example,
ports could limit the number of service providers in order to ensure safety, security and environmental
sustainability.
Cargo handling and passenger services will also be subject to financial transparency rules, but are exempted
from those on the organization of port services.
ECSA Ready to Move Forward
European Community Shipowners’ Associations’ (ECSA) Secretary General Patrick Verhoeven said: "ECSA
has deplored throughout the discussions that this proposal does not address some of the market access
problems in ports shipowners face. However, now that after 15 years of discussions we finally have a first
E.U. law on ports, we should build on this and see it as a first step towards a genuine motorways of the sea
in which ports are key points."
He added: "Especially for short sea shipping operators, who make frequent port calls and for whom by
consequence well performing port services are proportionally extremely important, we call upon the
European Commission to take now further efforts to ensure this sector can deliver its potential."
ECSA highlighted its priorities for an E.U. short sea shipping agenda earlier this year with the adoption of its
shortsea-shipping brochure. The Brochure calls on the E.U. to:
•

Identify all barriers that prevent the establishment of true Motorways of the Sea

•

Complete the Single Market for shipping

•

Simplify procedures for regular short sea services with third countries

•

Ensure market access to port services and guarantee free movement of goods
11
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Devise competition-neutral ways to financially stimulate short sea shipping.

Source: The Maritime Executive
Link: http://bit.ly/2hZDhS2
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LNG strategies for the EU and India
Keywords: LNG strategies, European Commission, import & export, EU’s energy policy, transport & shipping,
Paris Agreement on climate change
India’s gas consumption is lower than the EU’s, but it too, like the EU, relies heavily on imports. With LNG
likely to remain a key part of India’s gas supplies in the future, and given recent changes in the global market,
what is the future potential of LNG imports for the EU and India? What are the best energy policies for the
two regions?
India and the European Union (EU) share a common fate in terms of fossil fuels: both are poor in proved
indigenous reserves and need substantial amounts of imports to fill the gap between domestic production
and consumption.
This is also true for natural gas. Given recent changes in the global market for liquefied natural gas (LNG)—
including flexibility of trade and falling prices—what is the potential of LNG imports in the future for the EU
and India? What are the LNG strategies that the two regions can consider?
In the EU, the gap between domestic production in 2014 was around 255 billion cubic meters (bcm). [1] It is
mainly covered by imports of piped gas, roughly two-thirds of which come from Russia and Norway. In
recent years, LNG accounted for 10% of total gas imports, [2] far below the EU’s 2015 total regasification
capacity of 195 billion cubic meters per year (bcma). [3]. Although the EU’s demand for gas peaked in 2010
and has decreased since, the need for additional imports is likely to rise in the future due to more rapidly
decreasing domestic production.
LNG could play an important role, not only in filling the supply gap, but also in reducing the dependence on
imports from Russia.
India’s gas consumption, at 50.6 bcm, is much lower than the EU’s, but with production only at 31.7 bcm, [4]
it too relies to a large extent on imports. For natural gas, the supply gap in 2014 amounted to around 19
bcm. [5] In the absence of import pipelines, India exclusively relied on LNG imports to its four existing
terminals with a total capacity of around 35 bcma. [6]
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Although India’s gas demand peaked in 2011, it is still projected to more than double until 2030 due to
population and economic growth, and poverty reduction. [7] Without the development of substantial
domestic gas fields, this means that the supply gap will increase in the future, raising the question where the
gas for India will come from. Given the political difficulties associated with building import pipelines in the
region to access Caspian or Iranian gas (through Afghanistan or Pakistan), LNG is likely to remain a key pillar
of India’s gas supplies in the future.
The new EU LNG strategy
The EU’s energy policy is based on three pillars: security, competitiveness, and sustainability. Against this
background, the European Commission proposed a strategy for LNG and gas storage in February 2016. [8]
In terms of security, the strategy aims to diversify import sources and routes, with a particular focus on
Eastern Europe. Given that some 95% of existing EU LNG import capacity is in Western Europe, the EU needs
to explicitly aim at improving access to LNG particularly in Eastern European countries currently dependent
on only one import source.
In terms of competitiveness, the strategy proposes a three-pronged approach. First, it focuses on
infrastructure, which is not only needed to complete the EU’s internal gas market but also to improve access
to international LNG markets either directly or through other member states. Within this context, the
Commission also highlights the role of gas storage in optimising gas infrastructure use and in balancing the
system. Second, it urges the completion of the internal gas market in order to send the right price signals for
both LNG imports and for required infrastructure investments. And third, the strategy calls for closer
cooperation with international partners, both suppliers and major consumers of LNG (including India), in
order to remove obstacles in the trading of LNG and to advance towards free, liquid, and transparent global
LNG markets.
Regarding sustainability, the EU LNG strategy highlights the potential of LNG in transport, in particular as a
means to decarbonise shipping and heavy duty vehicles (such as trucks). It also points to the possibility of
using small-scale LNG to replace more polluting fossil fuels in the heat and power sectors, for example in
remote or off-grid locations.
Elements of a successful LNG strategy [9]
Current global market dynamics could support further diversification towards LNG. Increasing the flexibility
of LNG trade, decreasing LNG prices and LNG charter rates, and a reduction in Asia-Pacific import prices
14
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could all reinforce the economic viability of a LNG strategy. This is true for the EU as well as for India, and
these trends are expected to continue as more LNG enters the market, mainly from new suppliers such as
Australia and the U.S.
However, in order to be effective and to avoid mismatches between investments and market reality, a LNG
strategy should be part of a broader natural gas and energy strategy. This latter strategy should not only
consider issues related the security of gas supplies, but also take into account potential future developments
of gas demand—also within the context of Paris Agreement on climate change. A LNG strategy should thus
seek to define a space for LNG in the overall demand equation, taking into account the whole energy system
and interactions between different energy sectors (for example, between gas and power markets, and gas
and the transport sector). This will help avoid inefficient investments, as was the case in Europe in the recent
past driving down utilisation rates of EU LNG terminals to 19% in 2015. [10]
As important, the key to a successful LNG strategy is to develop sufficient infrastructure. Low utilisation rates
of EU LNG terminals can be explained by decreasing gas demand, but partly also by the fact that there are
not enough interconnections between EU countries (for example, between Spain and France). In order to
fully exploit the benefits of LNG, a system of interconnectivity requires three essentials: (i) additional
infrastructure, either in the form of interconnectors or additional LNG terminals; (ii) a clear regulatory
framework avoiding contractual congestion at the interconnection points; and (iii) properly functioning gas
hubs to facilitate trade.
In addition, any type of infrastructure to be built should be based on a cost-benefit analysis, taking into
account possible lower cost alternatives. For example, LNG Floating Storage and Regasification Units (FSRU)
may turn out to be more cost-effective than large LNG terminals or new pipelines. They can add flexibility to
the system and can be used for trading if utilisation rates are too low.
Finally, the element of international cooperation between the EU and India should be strengthened with the
aim to promote transparent and liquid LNG markets around the world. The European Commission
[11] particularly highlights the need to ensure that market participants are not prevented from establishing
commercial relationships (for example, by territorial restrictions) and that there are no limitations to the
free trade of LNG—both under normal market conditions and in the event of an external shock.
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Source: Gateway House
Link: http://bit.ly/2o2DSIq
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The Grimaldi Group enhances its prsence in Venice
Keywords: Grimaldi Group, Motorways of the Sea, biggest cruise ferries in the Mediterranean
The Grimaldi Group strengthens its Motorways of the Sea
network announcing an important news: as from next 3rd
January, the Neapolitan Group will extend to Venice its
maritime links for passengers and freight between Italy
and Greece.
Venice will be included in the Ancona - Igoumenitsa Patras itinerary, currently performed on a daily basis by
the vessels Cruise Europa and Cruise Olympia. Departures from Venice will be on Tuesday and Wednesday at
11:59 p.m. arriving the day after in Igoumenitsa and Patras, respectively at 07:00 a.m. and 01:00 p.m. From
Patras, departures will be on Monday and Tuesday at 07:00 p.m. and from Igoumenitsa on Tuesday and
Wednesday at 01:00 a.m., arriving in Venice at 08:30 p.m. on Tuesday and Wednesday.
Grimaldi Euromed S.p.A., a company of the Grimaldi Group and owner of the Cruise Europa and Cruise
Olympia, will manage directly the Venice - Ancona - Igoumenitsa-Patras service while Minoan Lines, a
company part of the Group, will be the general agent in Greece as well as partner for some on board
services.
With a loading capacity of 3,000 linear metres of rolling freight, 3,000 passengers and 215 accompanying
cars, the Cruise Europa and Cruise Olympia are the biggest cruise ferries in the Mediterranean. They are real
jewels of the seas, offering comfortable and high quality services to passengers: spacious cabins, an à la
carte and a self service restaurant, bar, wellness center with sauna, turkish bath and jacuzzi, gym and
outdoor swimming pool, casino and disco. The new maritime link between Venice, Igoumenitsa and Patras
will be in addition to the one already offered between these ports for the transport of rolling freight only,
performed three times a week both ways by the vessels Eurocargo Trieste and Eurocargo Patrasso. Thus,
departures between the lagoon port and Greece for the transport of rolling freight will grow up to five a
week.
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With this important upgrade the Grimaldi Group confirms its leading position in the freight and passenger
transport services between Italy and Greece. The Group offers, in fact, a wide network of maritime links
between both shores of the Adriatic Sea that includes the Brindisi-IgoumenitsaPatras multi-daily service and
the Ancona-Igoumenitsa-Patras daily service.
In addition, the Grimaldi Group offers a ro/ro service which connects the ports of Ravenna and Bari with
Patras, with a-three-times-a-week frequency both ways.
Through the strengthening of the links to and from Venice, the strategic importance of the lagoon port in the
Grimaldi Group’s Motorways of the Sea network is confirmed. Venice is playing an increasingly important
role as a logistics platform in the Northern Adriatic for the traffic of goods between Northern Italy, the
North and Central Europe and the Eastern Mediterranean.

Source: Travel Daily News
Link: http://bit.ly/2o9BuAh
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EMSA Reviews Five Years of Casualties
Keywords: European Maritime Safety Agency (EMSA), the annual review of marine casualties and incidents
The European Maritime Safety Agency (EMSA)
has released its annual review of marine
casualties and incidents. Over the period 20112015, half of the casualties were of a navigational
nature, such as contacts, groundings/strandings or
collisions. Amongst occupational accidents, 39
percent were attributed to slipping, stumbling and
falling.
Human erroneous action represented 63 percent of accidental events and 67 percent of accidental events
were linked to shipboard operations as a contributing factor. In 2015, more than 1,700 cargo ships were
involved in marine casualties and incidents that resulted in 64 fatalities, an abnormally high number due to
the loss of the general cargo ship El Faro with 33 victims, including five Polish crewmembers.
Despite the number of fishing vessels lost continuing to increase and reaching more than 25 last year, a
significant decrease of fatalities and injuries was noted.
Across the period 2011-2015, the number of fatalities on board passenger ships is dominated by the Costa
Concordia (32 fatalities and 17 injured people in 2012) and the Norman Atlantic (11 fatalities and 31 injured
persons in 2014). Over the period, 65 percent of the victims on board passenger ships were passengers.
Also across the period 2011-2015, Member States’ investigative bodies have launched 749 investigations
and 566 reports have been published. Among the 1,000 safety recommendation issued, 40 percent were
related to operational practices, in particular safe working practices. Half of the safety recommendations
were addressed to shipping companies, and the rate of positive responses was above 75 percent.

Source: The Maritime Executive
Link: http://bit.ly/2o9ERaj
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Marina maximizes efforts for PH to be compliant with STCW
Convention and Code
Keywords: Maritime Industry Authority (Marina), European Maritime Safety Agency (EMSA), maritime
education, training and facilities, Marina-STCW Office, human safety
The Maritime Industry Authority (Marina) is maximizing efforts to the best it
could, for the country to achieve compliance with the 1978 Standards of
Training, Certification and Watch-keeping (STCW) Convention and Code for
Seafarers, as amended.
In March next year, the European Maritime Safety Agency (EMSA) of the
European Union (EU) is slated to conduct its seventh inspection audit of the
country’s maritime agencies, including Marina, the various maritime schools
training centers and facilities.
Since 2006, EMSA has, so far, conducted six inspection-audits. During the 2014 audit, EMSA found out some
deficiencies in maritime education, training and facilities. From that time on, queries from concerned
sectors here and abroad, poured in, asking if the country had passed or failed the audit. Unofficial news from
irresponsible sources had it that the Philippines had failed the audit putting to drifting to brink of collapse
renewal of work contracts of some 90,000 Filipino seafarers deployed aboard ships controlled by EU. On
the other hand, a local maritime bimonthly magazine ran a story saying that the Philippines has passed the
audit, quoting a statement from a high-ranking official from Marina-STCW Office, who strongly denied
having issued such a statement. The said official readied criminal charges and damage suit against the
magazine management.
In 2015, some deficiencies were reportedly cured, but EMSA did not categorically state if the Philippines
passed or failed the audit. After series meetings, EMSA came out with a stand that Philippine seafarers’
certifications were continuously recognized in EU. This came as a big hope for Filipino seafarers working on
EU vessels as they were given big chance to continue working on board. Consequently, their families and
dependents were also benefited by the EMSA stand.
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Marina Administrator Dr. Marcial Q. C. Amaro III, at agency’s general assembly and Christmas party in
Pasay City last Dec. 12, cited the gains of his watch as Marina chief for over five months now. Among these
as good news are favourable and encouraging reaction and treatment to Marina by foreign counterparts,
validated by his trips and visits to foreign maritime countries. “Good signs are up that favour factors ensuring
the country’s compliance with STCW regulations. He also announced that a Marina program will be
launched for career development and profession-enhancement in the agency, as well as the creation of
new offices. Likewise, he said rightful work professionalization will be in place for Marina senior officers to
be representatives, with ambassadorial rank to big maritime nations and world maritime agencies, like
the International Maritime Organization (IMO).
Recently, Amaro met with Norwegian Ambassador to the Philippines Erik Forner and his first secretary and
mission deputy Kristian Netland at Marina central office in Manila. The conversation geared on favourable,
continued assistance to Marina to ensure Philippine maritime education and training to be in compliance
with STCW Convention and Code. According to Amaro’s head executive assistant Raymundo Cruz, Jr. the
pleasantries included the advantages for Filipino officers and ratings learned from several maritime schools
and maritime training centers established with Filipino and Norwegian principals in recent years. Cruz said
the Norwegian Maritime Training Center in Manila continuously trains Filipino merchant mariners for
Norwegian vessels.

Source: Manila Bulletin
Link: http://bit.ly/2nNpode
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Rotterdam raises the bar for ports going green
Keywords: Port of Rotterdam, carbon footprint, renewable energy, Paris Climate Accord, economy and
society carbon neutral, biofuels and bioplastics, LNG
The port of Rotterdam said it will make risk-bearing
financial investments in selected companies that help to
reduce its carbon footprint as part of a major strategy to
transition the port to a carbon neutral environment and
renewable energy hub.
The head of the port said there is a need to address the
requirements of the Paris Climate Accord “quickly and
energetically”

and that it plans to become an

international leader in the development and large-scale application of technologies to reduce carbon
emissions to virtually zero.
“The port of Rotterdam authority intends to play a pioneering role and make the port an inspiring example
for the global energy transition,” said Allard Castelein, CEO of the port of Rotterdam authority.
The low-lying Netherlands has a target timeline of 30 years to make its economy and society carbon neutral.
Home to one of the world’s largest petrochemical complexes, the Port of Rotterdam is currently responsible
for 18 percent of the country’s total carbon dioxide emissions.
The city of Rotterdam emits nearly 30 tonnes (33 tons) of carbon per person, about one-third higher than
Shanghai and more than six times the global average. Meeting the requirements of the Paris Climate Accord
would require a 90 percent reduction in emissions by 2050.
“The port area has many companies that use fossil resources to make fuels and countless chemical products.
These companies emit a lot of CO2, but also have a lot of knowledge about energy, energy-intensive
production processes, and CO2 reduction,” the port authority said in a statement.
The port is actively looking for companies that want to set up operations that will contribute to a reduction
in overall carbon emissions.
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“The largest investments will generally have to be made by the companies themselves, but the port
authority will offer support with attractive accommodation conditions, connecting infrastructure, support
with permit applications, and finding financing."
“When it comes to crucial investments to realize the energy transition, the port authority is also prepared to
make its own risk-bearing investments or to participate in companies.”
Some of the funding for energy transition projects will be sought at regional and national government level
as well as from the European Union and specialized investment funds, the port said.
Pilot projects by companies looking for ways to reduce levels of CO2 and introduce new climate-neutral
industry will also be supported.
The initiatives stop short of preventing companies with high carbon emissions from setting up or expanding
operations at the port.
“In the coming decades, the economy and society will continue to demand fuels and other products based
on fossil resources, especially oil. The port authority will continue to facilitate this production.”
Existing clean energy projects at the port of Rotterdam include production of biofuels and bioplastics, a
pilot project for carbon capture and storage, the use of residual heat generated by industrial processes to
heat households and farming greenhouses, and the use of LNG as a ship fuel.
The port will in 2018 deploy a newly built dredging vessel, the Ecodelta, powered by liquefied natural gas
and currently under construction at a shipyard in Freisland in the north of the Netherlands. The vessel will
be used for dredging maintenance work and will emit 20 percent less CO2 and 85 percent less nitrous oxide
than conventional dredgers while emitting almost no sulfur.

Source: JOC.com
Link: http://bit.ly/2nH9boX
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